
Proposal for Sponsorship



Mission 
The Goa Jazz Academy (GJA), inaugurated in March 2019, is dedicated to
creating an accessible and affordable platform for music education in
the subcontinent.  

Our mission is to inspire regular people to enjoy music and for
professional musicians to find opportunities to interact, study and
perform with passionate educators who believe in helping them reach
their full potential.  



The Goa Jazz Academy is a subsidiary of The All Things Music
Foundation, and is incorporated as a not-for-profit Section 8 Entity
(registered Govt. India.   

CIN: U85300DL2019NPL358522.

About GJA: 



SUCCESS STORIES:

Clifton Seqeuira and Swizel Costa come
from Majorda, a small village in the South
of Goa.  Clifton and Swizel were recipients
of our first Ensemble Training Scholarship
and since then have received other
scholarship awards for study at GJA from
various benefactors.  

Thanks to the support of generous
sponsors, Swizel and Clifton have been
able to continue studying at GJA and make
their way to become professional musicians
- in fact, they recently got a chance to
open for the Jazz India Festival!



WHAT OUR STUDENTS SAY:



GJA IN BRIEF # FACULTY: 11
# STUDENTS: 111
SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED:

INR 15 LAKHS
# AWARDEES: 50

FLAGSHIP PROGRAMMES:
Business of Music
Music Accelerator
Ensembe Training
Instrument Specialisation



Being a good musician does not necessarily make
one a good teacher of music; the GJA team
comprises educators that are kind, passionate and
believe in making a difference.
 
Many of our faculty members live across India
and are comfortable teaching in various
languages such as Hindi, Gujrati, Bengali. andof
course, English.  

Much of the online content that GJA produces for
our educational platforms is in Hindi and English;
we plan to make our educational products
available in more Indian languages to increase
accessibility



Types of Support for GJA 

3 Month Music Foundation Course 

Specialized Music Tuition Support 

FAST PACED ACCELERATOR COURSE FOR MUSICIANS

INSTRUMENT SPECIALIZED, DEEP STUDY

(Rs 8000 per student/month)
(Duration: 6-12 months) 

(INR 90,000/student) 



Benefits of Sponsorship
Help create opportunities for students in Tier 2/3
cities who may not have access to high-quality,
relevant and modern learning systems and passionate
teachers

Support the vocational readiness of a whole new
generation. of musicians in India

Gain an opportunity to contribute meaninguly to an
emerging industry of independent musicians in India 



     

+98 10 81 44 93

Email:
info@goajazzacademy.com

goajazzacademy.com

Administration Offices
No. 730 St. Anton Vaddo
Guirim, Goa, 403507

Let's Talk


